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A VIRGINIAN IN NEW MEXICO IN 1773-74
By F. W.

HODGE

A book by John Lewis Peyton, LL.B., F.R. G. S., was
published in London in 1867 under the title "The Adventures of My Grandfather. With Extracts from his Letters,
and Other Family Documents, Prepared for the Press with
Notes and Biographical Sketches of Himself and His Son,
John Howe Peyton, Esq." There is nothing in this title to
suggest even a remote interest in the subject-matter to New
Mexicans; yet aside from the biographical accounts of distinguished members of the Peyton family of Virginia, much
of the book is devoted to the vicissitudes suffered by John
Rowzee Peyton, the grandfather of the author, while a
prisoner of the Spaniards, especially during his confinement
in Santa Fe in 1773-1774.
Although some doubt has been raised as to the truthfulness of the Grandfather Peyton's letters, especially by
reason of their lack of detail respecting the country trav-:
ersed, rather than being intended for publication, they were
designed to explain the reasons for the writer's long ab- .
sence and to assure his family of his personal safety, with
some account, of course, of the ordeal through which he
had passed. By the time he reached the Jornada del Muerto,
Peyton had become So inured to suffering that a little more
of the same kind was evidently not regarded as noteworthy,
although travelers, in later times ever commented on the
rigors of that inhospitable stretch. The whole journey to
Santa Fe, where he was long incarcerated, was one of extreme trial and tribulation.
The subject of the sketch was born at Stoney Hill, the
family estate in Stafford county, Virginia, May 16, 1751,'
1.

For the date of his birth see pages 1, 176, 177 of the work.-F. W. 'R.
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and was graduated from William and Mary College in 1772.
Of an adventurous nature, he set sail from Alexandria· on
the Potomac; May 23, 1773, for Jamaica, arriving at the
port of Tichfield on June 17. In the following month he
wrote from Cartagena, Colombia, where he had lost an
uncle in the abortive attempt by the British to capture that
stronghold twenty-two years before. Late in September we
find him in New Orleans.
While in Jamaica young Peyton had engaged a mestizo
servant 'named Charles Lucas, who, he says, possessed "in
a modified form, the physical peculiarities of the North
American savage. Having the copper skin, small, fierce
black, penetrating eyes, barely separated by the nose, round
forehead, high cheek bones, prominent sharp hooked nose,
elongated skull, small mouth, and thin compressed lips of
the Virginia Catawbas," etc. Charles was destined to play
an important part in the subsequent events.
Peyton's wanderings were all related in letters addressed to his father, the most important of which~ to the
student of New Mexico, were written at St. Louis in May,
1774, after months of hardship better recounted in his own
words.-F. W. HODGE.
"I hasten, upon my arrival here, en route for Virginia".
from a long captivity among the Spaniards in New Mexico,
and an extraordinary journey through the wilderness to this
place, to inform you of my safety. I would content myself with this simple announcement, if I could thereby place
this letter the sooner in your hands. As this is impossible,
I shall employ my leisure while recruiting my health imd
strength, by writing you an accurate and faithful narrative of the leading incidents and extraordinary vicissitudes of fortune which have chequered the whole series of
adventures which have befallen me since my letters of'
August, 1773. Under the pressure of accumulated afflic"tions, my mind has been ceaselessly goaded by the thought
,of the gloomy depression, the. harrowing grief my absence
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and supposed death must have inflicted upon my dear
mother and yourself. My very heart has been wrung by
this sorrow. All is well, however, that ends well, and now
that I have emerged from the 'sea of trouble' which threatened to overwhelm me and am approaching home, my
spirits are elastic and my mind and body reinvigorated;
Insensibly I am recovering from, if not forgetting the barbarities and cruelties I have suffered.
. "Immediately upon my arrival at this place I was met
by a Mr. Malet," an English gentleman residing here, who
had heard of my coming from an Osage warrior, who preceUed our canoe down the river. In the most kind and hospitable manner he insisted upon my living at his house,
instead of the inn, where I was proceeding to take up my
quarters. His manner of asking was so engaging, interesting, and impressive, that I found it impossible to refuse him. Under his 'hospitable roof I shall remain while
here, and from its shelter I write you this letter. It is a
plain house, erected of timber, but the most unaffected
hospitality and generous' 'benevolence invites and spreads
the board, an,d politeness and affability preside over all.
, Never'shall I forget it - never shall I think of it without
gratitude and esteem.
'~The day after last writing from New Orleans we set
sail from that' place,' bound for St. Augustine in East
Florida. Our vessel was the 'Swan,' Captain Jones. No
adventure overtook us worth mentioning till five days thereafter, when in the Gulf of Mexico. Here, the winds becoming adverse, we were driven from our course. These gales
soon increased to the fury of a hurricane, during which
our sails were split in shreds, and our main-mast went overboard. Had w,e been left to ourselves, we must have perished.
When, however, our destruction seemed impending we were
descried by a Spanish vessel which hove in sight, bound
2. Possibly one of the Mallet family, two brothers of which commenced the
Santa Fe trade in 1739.-F. W. H.
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from Havannah to the Rio Grande or Rio del Norte, in the
province of New Mexico. We hailed this vessel as a de..;
liverance, a special mark of the favour of Providence to
rescue us from a watery grave, and made every signal of
distress to attract her attention. The Spaniard bore down
upon us, and, sending hands on board, succeeded in saving
crew and vessel. We soon learned that we had been snatched
from the jaws of death only for a probably more ter.J::ible fate. The Spaniards, to cover their piratical designs,
now charged that we were French enemies, and, without
more ado, the vessel and everything in it was declared confiscated to the use of the King'of Spain. With the rest, I
was robbed of every valuable. Putting a few hands upon
the 'Swan,' they soon repaired the damage she sustained
from the tempest. This was easily done now, as the storm
had partially subsided, and, when completed, the two ships
proceeded together towards the Rio del Norte. The captain
of the Spanish ship, pretending he was shOrt of provisions,
scarcely supplied us with sufficient food to sustain life. To
every complaint we made for food, they replied that the
stock on the 'Swan' was damaged and had been thrown
overboard. Several days after this event we arrived at
the mouth of the Rio del Norte, and were landed. Three
of the crew of the 'Swan' were so reduced by disease and
starvation, that they died within five hours of our arrival.
We were here placed in the han:ds of the Spanish authorities, who imprisoned us in forts made of bricks dried in the
sun, while the vessels proceeded up the river. The food
here doled out to us in insufficient quantities, consisted only
of a small measure of parched corn .and a little fruit. The
officials had the grace to intimate, as they were scarce of
meat, if we chose to butcher, we might eat a lame mule,
which broke down on a journey from the interior, and was
left there to die by its owner; a fur-trader. In our emaciated and starving condition we felt there was no alternative
and accepted their bounty. The mule was soon slaughtered
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and some of its tough flesh dressed. In my then famished
condition, however, I thought I had never eaten anything,
so savoury and delicious. Strange as it may seem, the
flesh of this animal, though only seasoned with coarse salt,
agreed with us and appeared to infuse into our frames new
strength and vigour. We were confined at this point a fortnight, our party of nine living the while upon the flesh of
the animal. The preparations of our captors to conduct us
to the interior were then completed. For the fIrst time
we ~ere informed that we must proceed on foot a journey
of eighty-nine days to Santa Fe, the capital of the province
of New Mexico. The longer I knew and the more familiarized I became to my Indian servant, the more satisfied was
I of my good fortune in having engaged his services. His
character disclosed much better traits than his first appearance bespoke, and I began to have perfect confidence
in him.
"Up to this period my travels had laid through countries under the authority qf Europeans," their laws and cus- "
toms; and consequently little presented itself respecting
human nature of such novelty as to excite admiration, or
awaken curiosity. In Jamaica, at Carthagena, in Louisana,
in fact, in all the various places through which I had passed
a certain parity of sentiment, arising from the one
great substratum, Christianity, gave the, same general colouring to all the scenes, however they might differ from
each other in their various shadings. I was now, however,
about to ~nter an almost unexplored region, and to contemplate man under a variety of forms and complications entirely different from those to which habit had familiarized
"my mind. I therefore contemplated with pleasant excitement, the prospect of travelling, notwithstanding the terrible circumstances under which I should accomplish it, as
a prisoner in chains, hundreds of miles through the immense and almost trackless wilds of a country inhabited by
savage tribes, and semi-civilized Spanish half-breeds, with-
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out the consolation of any other companions in, my journey;
than a few miserable partners of my imprisonment, fatigues, and perils..
"The following morning we set forth upon this long
journey, under an escort of twenty wild bandit-looking
Mexican horsemen. Manacled and ironed together, two and
two, we made the first day· in the scorching sun twentysix miles through a sandy desert, covered with cactus, en'demis, yuccas, helianthoides and wormwood. My feelings,
which were altogether of the most unpleasant kind, served·
as a stimulus to my mind, and increased my anxiety to get
forward. I therefore pushed on as rapidly as if I anticipated life and liberty, instead of assassination at the end
of my journey. To my no small satisfaction I was bound
to my servant Charles. I preferred the society of this faithful half-breed, to the coarse companionshIp of a filthy
French sailor. My mind was under the dominion of a
gloomy presentiment, was, as Shakspeare emphatically says,·
. 'A phantasm, or a,hideous dream - and my little state of
man suffered, as it were, the nature of an insurrection.'
Such was the chaos within me, that I seemed beyond' the
power of discriminate reflection". I found in my case, as
I believe it is universal, that human sufferings, like all
other things, find their vital principal exhausted, and their .
extinction accelerated by overgrowth; and that, at the momEmt when man thinks himself most miserable, a benignant'
Prqvidence is preparing relief in some form or other for
him. So it was with me, and I found the labour and fatigue
of the journey something which beguiled me insensibly of
the gloomy contemplations in which I was previously absorbed, and afforded' my tortured mind a temporary suspension of pain.
"At night, we were confined in the stable of a small
farmer, and guarded by sentinels. The Mexicans knowing
we could not con~inue our journeJ:' without proper food,
. supplied· us freely with Indian corn meal, from which we
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baked bread in the hot ashes, and jerked beef. Travelling
in this way, we proceeded up the river for three weeks.
About this time, two of our party, overcome by fatigue
and sickness, (for they had been suffering with fever and
dysentery,) fell insensible on the ground from sun stroke.
Here they were left to expire in the broiling sun. Fearing,
no doubt, that all of us would die in this way, and that they
would thus lose the reward promised for safely conducting
us to the capital, they hired, this day, seven pack-horses
for our use. We were each set upon a horse, on a· wooden
pack-saddle, and our arms tied behind us, and our legs under
the horses' belly. Then placing a bell around the horsesneck, and taking the bridle, they drove us before them for
ten days. We were thus preserved from slow death, as we
were from immediate slaughter at the hands of these bandits, by the hope of reward for our safe delivery in Santa
Fe. D~ring this time they did not fail to insult us iI). the
most wanton manner, and visit upon us the greatest ignominies and most unaccountable cruelties. There was no
restriction to deter them from indulging their bad passions
in this manner. As they had only engaged our horses for
ten days, they determined to make the most of them, and
we only halted for their necessary refreshment - I mean
the refreshment of the bandits and horses - for they gave.
us nothing beyond our allowance of bread and dried beef.
Every night we were compelled to lie upon the bare ground,
but fortunately the wet season had not set in, and we only
suffered from the heavy dews. In this inhuman, barbarous manner, we travelled 350 miles, passing many places,
where, with the utmost difficulty, our guard prevented the
savage inhabitants from murdering us in cold blood. Though
they preserved our livE;ls for the sake of the reward, they
made no effort to protect us from the most cruel and mortifying insults and maltreatment at every inhabited place
where we halted. Several times we were actually exhibited
to the peopl~, men, women, and children, as a public show,
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and as if belonging to a different species of animal from the
genus homo. The most inveterate· hatred of and prejudice
existed against the French, who were supposed to cherish
designs of conquest, and a disposition to exterminate the
Spanish race. Besides hearing that some of our party were
Protestants, their religious hatred was aroused against
these, and everywhere we were called 'hogs;' they sneered
at and abused us ad libitum and ad nauseum. They hissed
at us 'Crees in Diosl' 'Crees en estel' 'Creese en estel' 'Nol
nol' 'Ah Judiol' 'Barbaro, Bruto!' 'Protestantel' 'Puerco!'
'Voia al los infernos I' which is in English: 'Do you believe.
in God?' 'Do you believe in this?' 'Do you believe in this!'
'No!' no!' 'Ah Jew!' 'Barbarian Protestant!' 'Hog!' 'Go to
hell!' Often they approached near, seeking an opportunity
to ~tab us with their daggers por amor de Dios. Our, mer- .
cenary guides alone preserved us from the stilettos of the
mob, but I already entertained apprehensions that the pious
fathers of the church would, when a favourable occasion
presented, conscientiously consign us to the inquisition, and
then to the flames. How different was the end! Those we
expected to ruin became our deliverers.
"Giving up the pack horses at the end of ten days. we
continued our journey on foot, for sixteen more, until the
29th of November, 1774 [1773], when we arrived at a kind
of fort or settlement on the river, six days' march from
Santa Fe. Our shoes, with the exception of a single pair,
were gone several days previous to this - one pair after
another disappearing, until no one possessed any but my
servant Charles, who continued to bear up, in the midst of
our sufferings, with the indomitable pluck and spirit of the
American Indian. He often insisted on my using his shoes,
going the length of taking them off and walking in his naked
feet, saying he would not use them while I had none. I
refused persistently to appropriate them, being unwilling
in our then miserable condition, to accept such a favour
from a human being, in no better condition than myself.
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When we marched in the Spanish fort bare footed and ragged, Charles still carried his shoes, to the no small surprise of the Spaniards, who were ignorant of the noble
motive which caused this singular conduct. This simple
act of a poor, uninformed, half-breed, had more of the true
and. essential spirit of Christianity in it, than half the ostentatious charity of the world. It was based upon kindness,
disinterestedness and delicacy, and struck me more forcibly
than all the acts of benificence that I ever met with.
"For some reason, which I never understood, we delayed at this place seven days. We were all confined in
one room, under a strong guard, suffering daily every
species of insult, and in danger and dread of being murdered every night. . Crowds of half-savage Spaniards assembled daily about our prison to denounce vengeance
against us, and to launch at us every bitter reproach, every
filthy epithet and every horrible imprecation in their vocabulary. They boasted too of their patience and forbearance, which fortunately enabled them to refrain from annihilating us at once. After this delay, we resumed our
journey, and though I was suffering from dysentery and
consequent weakness, and my whole body was lacerated
with pain, and my mind distracted with doubts and difficulties, arrived with the res~due of our dispirited party in
Santa Fe. The last 300 miles of our journey was through
a beautiful and fertile country, to the charms of which,
however, the agony of my' feelings rendered me almost insensible. In Santa Fe we were delivered to the authorities,
who subjected us to a rigid and barbarous imprisonment.
My feet were swollen, blistered, and bleeding, and gave me
such intolerable pain, that for nights together I could not
sleep. My prostration was such that I could not have gone
another day's journey, though life and liberty had been my
reward. My dysentery continued, and I found myself seized
with a violent bilious fever, here called a seasoning or acclimatizing fever, which brought Ipe to the verge of death.
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I had no nurse but my faithful Charles, no food fit for a
sick person. Nature and' a good constitution were my only
physicians and medicines, save a few simple drugs, which
were clandestinely conveyed to me with directions for their
use by Father Lopez, a Catholic priest, whom Charles (who,
by-the-bye, is a Roman Catholic in faith,) had managed,
during the priest's visit to the prison, to interest in my fate.
My illness made me quite delirous and helpless for ten days,
and it was five weeks before I was out of danger. For some
time after this I was so weak and low, that I had scarcely
strength· to walk across the room. The jailor's daughter,
Annetta, who. was now much interested in our behalf, by
the intercession of the priest, privately furnished me with
suitable food for a convalescent---'such as broths, fruit and
the like, and I regained my strength with rapidity.· You
can scarcely believe this possibie, when I tell you that the
iron and wooden doors of our cell· were constantly locked
and chained, no one even in the prison being allowed to
speak to Charles or myself - (we were alone, in the ward,)
nor to answer any question if we called to them; that I was
on my recovery, restricted from the use of pen, ink, and
paper, and allowed not the smallest communication :with
any human being but my poor servant; that I had no chair,
table, bed, blanket or straw, and was obliged to lie upon
the' bare floor with a billet of wood under my head. Somet'imes w€were left by the jailor two or three days together
without food or drink. But for the good priest and his
young female confederate, who came to our cell in the night,
l;arrying her jar of water and her basket of supplies, we
must have perished. For eight weeks I remained extremely lame and ill, without having changed my linen or clothes,
save on one·occasion, when I was supplied by Father Lopez.
Indeed, it is strange how human nature could support all
I endured. The climate, however, aided greatly in my recovery - the air of Santa Fe being dry, pure, and bracing.
The heat in summer is not so intense as on the gu~f, or in
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the same latitude on the Atlantic, and is generally not greater than in the upper districts of Virginia, nor is the cold so
great in winter as in Virginia. The mornings and evenings, even in the hottest weather, are always cool and pleas- .
ant. During the winter, snow lies upon high peaks of.
the Rocky mountains, but seldom remains longer than a
few hours in the valleys and lower districts. No diseases
have appeared since the settlement of the province by Spaniards, which can" be said to be peculiar to the" climate. and.
country. The seasoning or bilious fever is only known in
the country south of the 30th degree of latitude. My recovery from it is doubtless, in great measure, due to the
rapidity with which we travelled north from the unhealthy
districts on the Lower Rio del Norte. I feel from my experience at Santa Fe, that the chances of life are considerably more in our favour there than in the most healthy"
parts of the continent east of the Rocky mountains. Colds,
which are sometimes taken during the winter, never prove
fatal without the gr"eatest neglect. The seasons are mild
and agreeable, the atmosphere' constantly pure and elastic;
and the sky clear, unclouded and brilliant.
"But I must prc:-eed with my narrative. Every night
of my confinement in that dreary mansion of wretchedness
and misery at Santa Fe, my sleep was disturbed with the
most dreadful sounds and- horrible noises. These proceeded
from the clanking of chains, the rattling <:if massy keys, the
creaking of iron doors upon their rusty hinges, the resounding of. bolts and bars, and above all the shocking screams
and howlings Of the unhappy wretches confined in this
frightful den. If the racking pain and parching thirst of
my fever
had allowed me any sleep, I could not have en- .
I
joyed it for the frightful noises, which constantly broke upon the stillness of the night. I was much agitated too at
this moment by learning that Captain Jones, who was confined in an adjoining ward, had committed suicide. I attributed this horrible act to his protracted "sufferings of
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mind and body, but could find' no excuse, but insanity, for
such a deed.' If ever despair approached me, it was during my prostration in this cruel situation. I felt my life
departing from me inch. by inch, and even if spared by
disease, could we hope to escape assassination. I thorough:.
ly. comprehended the blood-thirsty dispositions, the vindictive barbarity of our captors. The reward once paid for
our safe delivery in Santa Fe, I knew our lives depended
entirely upon their whims and caprices. Nevertheless my
resolution did not abandon me. I summoned to my aid religion and philosophy, and while I could not understand why
I was so much afflicted, firmly believed that all my calamiti.es were brought upon me by an allwise and merciful providence as a beneficial trial, as it were as an exercise of my
virtue. Composing myself as far as was possible, I determined to await the result with patient fortitude. My efforts to bear myself with a steady. and perpetual serenity,
exercised the most beneficial influence upon my faithful
servant, Charles, who was so far overcome, that he occasionally gave way to something like despair. The vague
hints of our escape or receiving succour, which I occasional·
ly let fall, merely for the purpose of reviving his strength
and hopes, broke like flashes of lightning through the
gloomy clouds which enveloped his soul, and kept up a kind
of daylight in his mind. Still further to benefit him, I
spoke of Captain Jones' suicide as the act of a coward, with
no dependence upon himself and no faith in God. I sought
to elevate Charles' sentiments, to so regulate his mind that
trust and hopefulness might become permanent parts of his
disposition. I asked him to remember what obligations
we were under to Providence for the incalculable blessings we enjoyed, and not to forget that the visitations, which
sometimes overtook and almost 'crushed us to the earth, are
often dispensations of mercy, sent to try and. purify us.
I said we should meet them with composure, and thus cooperate with providence in its designs, and not provoke
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further displeasure by querulous discontent and presumptu-:
ous doubts. In other words, dear father, I sought to im-.
press in my poor way upon my excellent Charles some of
the moral lessons you have so often inculcated by your
teachings and examples, and which my experience has
taught me to be founded in wisdom - that wisdom whose
'ways are ways of pleasantness, and all whose paths are
peace.'
"After several weeks' illness, I felt my fever abate
and the worst symptoms of the disorder disappear. As I
slowly regained my bodily strength, I recovered the full
tone and vigour of my mind; I felt my ~pirits increase,
my resolution become more firm, my hopes more sanguine,
and while scarcely able to make on foot the tour of my ch~m
her, commenced revolving plans for extricating myself from
prison. There is a spring, an' elasticity in every man's
mind, of which the owner is rarely, very rarely conscious,
because fortunately the occasions seldom occur in which it
can be brought to the proof. My deplorable condition even
now, and the earnest intercession in my behalf of Father
Lopez and the jailor's daughter, moved the iron heart of
.that terrible man to pity; and Ximines said if I would make
application to the Governor* for the privilege of walking
during certain hours in the grounds, he would see that His
Excellency received the petition. He observed that though
ordered not to allow me pen, ink, or paper, he would send
me a pencil and card. Accordingly I made my application
to the Governor for this privilege for myself and my fellow prisoners, in Spanish, dictated by my servant and inscribed upon the back of the ace of diamonds. Much to
my surprise the Governor ordered me to be brought
before him, and to my greater surprise behaved to. wards' me very politely. He made me many apolo*The Governor at that time was Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta, who served from
1767 .to 1778.-F. W. H.

17
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gies, through his interpreter, for the past, and promised me better treatment for the future. He requested
me to give a full account of myself and my connection with
the 'Swan.' This I did, claiming that I was unjustly imprisoned, whatever might ,have been the character of the
vessel on which I was taken. I declared, however, my perfect conviction - in fact my positive knowledge - that the
vessel was the bona fide property of British subjects trad:'
ing to and from New Orleans, and was not the property of
French enemies of the King of Spain. In consideration of
which facts I asked that the whole of us should be liberated,
and as we were in a distant and almost uninhabited country,
without money, friends, or resources, that we should be
supplied with the means of reaching our homes. I further
added that if so disposed of by His Excellency; we would
abandon any claim we had against the King of Spain for
damages resulting from illegal seizure and false imprisonment, for robbery and ill-treatment. I made bold, to add
further that our fate could not be always concealed, and
that when known would lead to the summary punishment
of all those by \vhom we had suffered.' That dead or alive
we would be avenged by our government, and I suggested
that all who had injured us ought to prepare for the wrath
against the day of wrath. When I had proceeded thus far,
His Excellency seemed fatigued and terminated the interview. I was reconducted to prison, and notwithstanding
all the fair promises of the Governor, left in the same situation as formerly. The gaoler in fact told me, some days
later, through Charles, that my speech to His Excellency
had greatly offended that august dignitary. Annetta, the
daughter, however, continued her hospitalities to us, and
I now learned from Charles that though' only fifteen years
of age, she cherished a secret passion for him, which he returned: that during my absence at the Governor's they had
a conversation and had sworn eternal fidelity to each other,
and that Annetta had promised if we could effect our escape
from prison to fly with us to 'other lands.'
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"Three days after my interview with the Governor, the
gaoler produced a paper, which he said was sent to me to
sign, after which I would be permitted to go at large in the
grounds, attended by my servant. He further said His
Excellency had held a conversation with Father Lopez, who
actively interested himself in my behalf, and that His Excellency was anxious to atone for the former severity of
my imprisonment, by granting me any ameliorations not
inconsistent with his duty to government. Upon having the
paper translated to me by Charles, I ascertained that it contained an acknowledgment that the 'Swan'was a French
vessel, engaged in illegal traffic, and that I was upon her
in defiance of the laws of His Catholic Majesty the King of
Spain, as also that we were properly or legally imprisoned,
and had been treated with tenderness and humanity during our captivity. Made acquainted with the contents of the
paper, I refused to sign it upon any terms. For three days
it was presented to me for signature, and several threats
used to induce me to subscribe my name. I persisted in
my refusal, whereupon, they recommenced their barbarities. Wooden. doors were put up against our windows to
exclude the light and so as not to admit fresh air, we were
not allowed the use of pen, ink and paper, which was furnished me during the time they were endeavoring to get me
to sign the paper; no one whatever was permitted to see or
speak to us, and for a week we were as effectually excluded
from the whole world as if we had been in our graves. At
this very time, however, a kind Providence was preparing
relief for us, thus verifying the old adage 'When distress is
greatest, God is nearest.' At the end of the seventh day
Annetta managed to fetch us at midnight a jug of water and
some coarse provisions, but for which we must have per-"
ished. Next day the good priest visited us, and seeing the
wretched condition to which we were" reduced, and despairing of our lives if we continued longer in this confinement,
he induced Charles, who was a jesuit, to sign the paper.
Charles also, without my knowledge, appended my name.
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Our windows were now opened, and we were allowed
the free use of the grounds for two hours during the day; .
these were hot, nasty and suffocating, and under the constant inspection of two sentinels. The indulgence, however,
was so grateful to me, after my prison life, that l-rapidly
improved in strength. About this time the gaoler brought
in an ellormous bill against me for diet, candles, attendance,
etc: I refused to pay the account, telling him with great
truth, that I had no money; but that if his bill were reduced
one halt I would give him a draft on Alexandria which
would be cashed in the Havannah, provided he procured me
a substantial suit of clothes, linen, boots, and so forth for
Charles and myself. I was exceedingly anxious to draw
such a check upon your agents in Alexandria, as I thought
it the only possible way to advise you of my existence and
whereabouts. At first he refused to abate a tittle of his
bill, but finally consented when I agreed to pay five hundred Mexican dollars for the outfit for- myself and servant.
Charles had spread exaggerated reports of my wealth
through the community by means of the .priest, who from
the most benevolent reasons determined to relieve us from
captivity; and a Jew by the name Of Paul Levi,
" 'A hungry lean-faced villain,'
who agreed to furnish us. the outfit upon the sum being inchided in the gaoler's order. A bargain was thus struck,
and we were soon comfortably clothed. for the first time in
many months. Projects and hopes of a new kind now began
to intrude themselves on my thoughts, and I conceived a design to affect an escape and mentioned it to Charles, who
was roused into new life by the prospect. After many
conversations we determined to consult Annetta. Of course
she became our accomplice, so ardent is the flame of liberty
in every breast, such is the detestation of every human being
to slavery. After a consultati9n conducted, as to Annetta,
hurriedly, and from time to time, as s.he found opportunity
to speak to us, when fetching our supplies of food, upon
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the quo modo of our escape, it was determined, if possible,
to gain the co-operation of the Jew. Annetta was instructed
to offer ,him a brible of £500 to furnish us three good horses,
a pair of pistols and the tools necessary to break from
prison. After much discussion and delay. Levi was secured.
My heart beat high with hope, and I began to flatter myself that the day. was not distant when we should bid our
tyrants adieu. To p'revent suspicion, Levi purchased our
horses at once, pretending. they were for a journey he would
soon take into the Southern country. .ldid not afterwards
regret the delay of two weeks, which now occurred, as my
strength daily increased. Annetta was made acquainted
with the spot where these animals were kept, constantly
ready against such time, as we might effect our escape. It
was near the Jew's house, but far enough to enable him to
hatch a plausible lie to the effect that they were stolen
after we left. ·Annetta now brought us from the Jew
some tools for breaking out, and we went to work nightly.
With incr~dibie danger, difficulty, and labour, we made way
through the solid wall, cutting through a four inch oak
plank. This brought us into the prison yard, but until we
could mature a plan for passing the sentinels, we allowed
the outer row of stone and its covering of plaster to remain
intact. The principal part of this work was done by Charles,
while I l\ept guard at the door to prevent detection. When
however, he was exhausted and took his turn at the door,
I worked with all my strength and will, and greatly to his
admiration. He often said 'I hab no ideum Massa Peyton
hab sich slight ob hand, sichstrength - white ~an hard to
beat.' While this work was occupying us, both our health
and spirits improved, and I often thought of your remark,
'that the busiest and most laborious are generally the happiest and most successful.'
"As a Monsieur Blicq leaves here to-day, for Detroit,
intending to travel thence to New, York, I entrust this to
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him to be there posted. You will thus be relieved of all
anxiety as to myself, and·will understand the cause of my
drafts upon your agents in Alexandria, should they be presented for payment before my return. I am exceedingly
anxious to proceed upon my homeward journey, and am
only detained by the necessity of recruiting my health before
I set forth again. I shall proceed hence this day week, and
make my way through the new settlements in Kentucky to
Western Virginia and thence by the Greenbrier to Staunton
and Charlottesville. . ... .
"Haying provided a means of escape from our cell, we
were now to consider a plan for passing the sentinels, who
constantly kept guard over the outer gate. While weighing first one plan and then another, we- were informed by
Annetta that her parents would attend the wedding of a
young friend on the 10th of March. On that night no one
would be on the premises but herself, and two young
brothers and the sentinels. Charles immediately proposed
that we should enter the court-yard through the opening in
the prison wall on that occasion, and take our chance of
escape by falling upon and murdering the guard. This plan,
however, being too uncertain of execution, and sure from
the noise it would create to call forth the rest of the guard,
and alarm the town, I dismissed it as not feasible. I had now
become wonderfully prudent, for I saw that it was a crisis
of more importance than any other of my life - a crisis in
which haste, or too much delay, irresolution, or yielding
to the ill-considered expedient of Charles, would be fatal.
Having dismissed his proposition, it was suggested by Ar~
netta that she should poison the sentinels in a cup of hot
coffee, which she said they would be glad to get about midnight, especially as the weather was now quite cold. Charles
was delighted with this proposition, and strongly urged
~e to agree to it. Upon reflection I rejected this scheme
also, and suggested that instead of poisoning the sentinels,
Annetta should content herself with drugging them, by put-
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ting laudanum in their coffee. This, I imagined, would
answer our purposes equally well, and preserve us from
the stain of blood. Both were enraptured at my proposition, accordingly it was immediately determined upon, and
Annetta instructed to prepare for its execution. Next
day she obtained the opiate through the Jew, who pretended
that it was to drench a sick horse. She was further directed
to provide some jerked beef, a few bottles of spirits, and
to advise the Jew of the night upon which we expected to
escape. She executed every commission with which she
was entrusted with prudence, and a skill beyond her years.
When, 'since thinking of the discretion she displayed in
these delicate matters, my mind has recurred to the words
of Prospero, who says of Miranda " '-She will outstrip all praise,
And make it halt behind her.'
The wedding night arrived, and luckily for the execution
of our enterprise, we heard the ceremony of marriage was
to be followed by a dance or fandango, as the Spaniards
call it. The night was dark, and we awaited with breathless impatience the hour when the jailor and his wife would
depart. As the clock struck eight, the turnkey made his
usual circuit of the wards. He then informed the sentinels,
since there was no occasion to open the cells during liis
absence, ~he prisoners having received their evening supply
of bread and water, he should retain the keys in his custody.
Annetta, however, said the turnkey, would remain in charge
,of his apartment, and in case his presence was required, he
directed that she might be despatched to him at the fandango. With this the jailor, whose name was Ximenes,
and who was as tyrannical, cruel, and infamous a villain as
ever disgraced human nature, a wretch who could smile
and murder whilst he smiled, sallied forth with his wife,
who was his worthy companion in meanness and cruelty.
It was now nearly nine o'clock, and Annetta came to our
cell to whisper that all was ready; that she had provided
provisions, spirits, &c., and only wished to know the least
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suspicious way to offer the sentinels· coffee. While talking;
one of these fellows advancing, asked in a loud voice " 'What are you doing here ?'..
"Annetta: 'I was merely looking at these. poor prisoners and wondering how long they could live under such
cruel treatment.'
"Sentinel: 'That's none of your business. They are
French pirates, and had they met their deserts would have
been hanged long ago. They are the worst kind of pirates,
they wish to steal our land, to upset our 'authority, and to
make themselves masters of this country, eh! my boys,
(leering at us,) you've undertaken 'a big job.' "
"By this time the second sentinel arrived on the spot
and inquired.
.
" 'What's up among ye?'
" 'Oh,' said Annetta, 'I was merely asking these poor
fellows, as this was a wedding night, whether they would
not like to have a cup of hot coffee and a piece of sweetbead, do permit me to give it them for the sake of our
Redeemer.'
". 'You little rogue,' said the sentinel, 'are you siding
with our enemies?'
"'Naughty man,' said Annetta, 'don't talk that way,
what harm have the poor fellows done us. They are our
brother human beings, let us for the love of the Holy Virgin
sooth their misery for a moment, by a little supper. If you
will let me give them some, each of you shall have a cup
of coffee, a nice roll and a glass of rum to boot.'
" 'Good, it's a bargain,' said the sentinels, 'be in a
hurry, my pretty one, get it ready, and let both coffee and
rum be strong.'
.
"Annetta disappeared, and in a half hour brought us
coffee, having upon the same platter two cups heavily drugged for the guard. These fellows no sooner snuffed the
delicious aroma of the fragrant berry than they advanced
and helping themselves to a buttered roll, quickly gulped
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down, both roll and coffee. Not satisfied, they asked for
more, which Annetta q~ickly brought, after having drugged
the second cup as heavily as the first. The lazy sentinels
then returned to their post, saying pray don't forget the
rum.
" 'Remember,'said one, 'you promised rum and strong
to boot.'
"About five minutes after, one called " 'Annetta, hurry with that rum, our supper has made
us drowsy. Some rum'to wake us up.'
" 'Yes, Signors, ready in a moment,' said Annetta advancing witp. two glasses of drugged spirits.
"A few moments after this, both sentinels sank upon
the ground in lethargic slumbers. In a few minutes the
outer covering which had concealed the opening ',ve had
made in the prison wall was demolished, and we were ill
the court. Annetta, who had tied the ribbon of her bonnet
under her chin, carried a heavy Spanish cloak and a sack
with provisions. Charles took charge of the cloak and sack,
and availing ourselves of the condition of the guard, we
each appropriated a musket and ammunition from the
sleeping enemy - indirectly from the stores of His Majesty
the King of Spain - finis coronat opus. Thus armed and
equipped, we groped our way through the streets, there
were no lights in Santa, Fe, .to the outskirts of the town,
and were conducted by Annetta to the Jew's stable. In this
building we found Levi on guard, with a dark lanthorn,
paper, writing materials, &c. When about to draw him a
draft upon Havannah for the £500, he agreed to accept as
full compensation for the horses and equipment, and the
aid thus far extended to us, he refused to receive the sum,
and quick as thought gliding out of the stable, closed the
door and turned the key upon us. For an instant we were
confounded by this man'oeuvre, not knowing what it meant,
I had only a moment to restrain Charles, who was about to
fling himself against the door saying. 'Hold! to all the liv-
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ing there is hope; a living dog is better than a dead lion,'
when we heard Levi clearing his villanous throat preparatory to a speech:
" 'Now,' said the Jew, speaking from the outside, 'keep
quiet, or you will alarm the town, orI will alarm it for you.
I have dealt fairly and squarely up to this time, and will
do so to the end, only you must be reMonable, and deal fairly
and squarely with me. For the great risk I run, for the
horses, bridles and saddles, the pistols and food I have provided at great expense of time and money for your use,
£500 is no fair equivalent - is not the right figure. Draw
the check for a thousand, and hand it through this crevice,
and you are at liberty to depart instanter. Refuse compliance, and I shall raise the alarm, and you'll return to
prison, and before to-morrow's sun goes down you'll dangle
from a tree; make the acquaintance, of hemp core1.'
"After a few moments' hurried consultation, seeing the
wretch had us 'upon the hip,' I promised to draw the check
as he desired. I only asked that he would open the door
first and let us prepare to move, and to show that he was
honest and willing to. confide in us.
" 'No, Sir,' said the Jew, with a smiling cheek. 'It is
better to do well, than to say well. Time is shortening too,
say at once, will you write the check for £l,QOO or not?"
"I thought if the mountain will not come to Mahomet,
Mahomet must go to the mountain, in other words, no alternative being open to acceptance, I agreed to his extortion, and while writing the check, Charles got the horses
ready, a~ if not doubting the Jew's integrity. Meanwhile
Annetta threatened him with the dire vengeance of her
family, in case of failure in the issue of our exploit.
.
"Levi examining my check, and seeing it was in due
form, and for £1,000, at sight, and without grace, placed it
in the innermost recess of his pocketbook, and opened the
door. Ten minutes after I 'did void my rheum upon his
beard,' we were half a mile from the town in a canter, to-
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wards the lofty peaks of the Rocky Mountains. Among
the ,articles provided me by the Jew, was a small pocket
compass, for which I had specially stipulated:' It was by
ineans of this tiny instrument I intended making my way
across the Great Western plains, to the mouth of the Pohi~
tenous or Missouri river, which I knew to be in latitude
36° 10' longituqe 90° 5'. Urging our horses on at the top
of their speed till morning, we were with the first blushes
of Aurora, about forty miles from Santa Fe, in the midst of
the Rocky Mo'untains, perfectly safe from any pursuit or
any apprehensions of pursuit.
"Our direction was towards an unexplored region; the
roving tribes of savages who inhabited it, were hostile to
the Spaniards, and in 'the depths of winter, few would think
of attempting to cross the mountains without a guide or
pathway - such were the grounds of our fancied security.
Finding at dawn that we were involved in the mountains,
we rested four hours, during which we made an excellent
breakfast from Annetta's supplies; afterwards tethered the
. horses on the grassy banks of a stream, and set out on foot
in search of a feasible, route across these high and rugged
mountains. For three days we were engaged in this arduous undertaking, and finally succeeded; principally through
the energy and activity of Charles, who is by the way as
active as a kid, and as strong, patient arid enduring as a
donkey.
, "Setting out from our first camping ground on the 9th
of February 1774, we made our way to the heights of the
mountains, and on the 11th, were at their eastern base. As
well as I could form an idea of the height, we were 6,000
feet above the level of the sea, but there was little silOw,
and what there was lay upon the peaks above us. The
air from the west during the day was mild, and during the
night, not intensely cold. I attributed this fact to the remarkable mildness of the climate west of the mountains.
Only after receding from the mountains travelling N. E.,
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did we e:xcperience severe cOld. During this time we saw
no Indians - at this season they migrate to a softer climate,
and better hunting grounds. The abundance of game, however, was truly sur,prising. Among the wIld animals is a
goat which is very shy, and :keeps up~m the highest spots. We
saw daily the bear, (of a huge size too, are the bears of these
regions), the wolf, the, bison, elk, deer, beaver, racoon and
other sp'eciesOfwild ·beasts. We were too anxiOl.~s, however, to get to the plains east of the mountains to. take any
heed of these. None made any attack upon us;. all fled at
our approach, such is the terror inspired among the beasts
of. the field, by the face of him, whom God has given 'dominion over the fish of the sea, the fowl of the air, and over
the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping
thing that creepeth upon the earth.'
"It was our singular good fortune, too, not to have had
up to this time any snow or 'rain, but we now saw clouds
gathering in the sky, and were brought to consider the
necessity of providing shelter. I observed also that our
provisions were rapidly diminishing, and that there was
urgent necessity for a renewal of our supply. I accordingly determined to halt in a cavern whiCh'was discovered in
the side of the mountain, until such time as we could make
provision against these contingencies. The same day (11th
of February) we shot two large deer, and, taking off their
skins, stretched them upon poles to dry. The 12th and
13th it rained incessantly, but we .cared little for this, remaining in the cavern engaged in half-cooking, by a huge
wood fire, the venison we were to take on the journey. Annetta was very expert in this operation, and by the evening
of the second day we had nearly a hundred pounds· of drip.tl
and charred meat ready to be packed for future use. .fhe
skins of the deer were also 'cured' by the fire, and the two
sewed together, making a kind of tent, sufficient to protect
us, with our blankets and the Spanish cloak, from rain.
We determined, howeyer, the next day, to secure two more
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bucks, and thus provide ourselves a more commodious tent
Dur.ing the three days we remained here in these prepar!1Hons, our horses, who found an ample supply of succulent
grass in the ravines and on the banks of the streams, improved in flesh and spirits. On the morning of the 15th
we set forth, determined to make, as near as we could guess,
thirty miles a-day, and not more; to prevent breaking down·
the horses, which we estimated would bring us in forty
days to St. Louis. We proceeded for twenty-one days without the slightest accident, and without meeting a human
being, crossing one great river, which I presumed was the
Rio Rouge of Arkansas. We estimated, when we had
reached the golden sands of the Rio Rouge that we had
made quite one-half 'of our journey, and could not be more
than 600 miles from our destination at this point. Our
route had been as near as possible in a straight line,. uphill
and down hill, following the sinuosities of the country like
the Chinese wall. There were few difficulties to be encountered, as the country is generally a level, fertile plain,
stretching down from the mountains to the Mississippi. The
principal chain of the Rocky Mountains throws out numer-·
ous ramifications of ·greater or less proportions, east and
west.. In the great water-shed or basin between these
mountains and the Mississippi vast quantities of water are
accumulatd from rain and the melting snow of the mount-·
ains, which roll on in mighty rivers to the Gulf. The largest of these rivers is the Missouri, Pohitenous, or mud river,
whose course has not been discovered, and the second the
one we passed in our journey hither, the Rio Rouge, or
Red River, of Arkansas, which is of vast extent, placid and
beautiful beyond description, where we saw it.
During these three weeks·we slept in our tent comfortably, and subsisted almost entirely upon dried vension, without salt, taking only occasionally at night ~ gill each of
brandy.
"Living after this manner, and riding thirty mileH
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a-day, one would have supposed our strength failing, but on
the contrary, I felt my health and vigour constantly improving, and I never saw Charles and Annetta in higher spirits.
Our horses were tethered at night near our tent, and large
fires kept burning round the spotto frighten off wild beasts,
who abound to such an extent in this terra incognita, that we
passed no night which was not rendered hideous by their
screamings and howlings. The weather was now much
colder, and I saw indications of an approaching snow storm.
I determined, therefore, as our supply of provisions needed
to be replenished, to call a halt. This was upon the 10th
of March, and as near as I could determine our position,
from an old French map, which I carried, we were upon the
upper waters of the Missouri. Selecting a well-sheltered
spot on the side of a hill covered with trees, we soon excavated, with our bayonets, a kind of chamber in the cliff,
the front of which was covered with our deer skins. We
were not an hour too soon, for a furious north wind and
snow storm set in, and lasted two days, when the ground
was covered two feet deep. We were now in a terrible
position, for which we had scarcely provided. Our horses
almost without food, we feared must perish. Unwilling,
however, to part with them till obliged, we turned them
loose to seek a subsistence among the shrubs, twigs, and
mosses of the forest. The day after the storm subsided, the
sun appeared in unclouded majesty. I sallied forth attended by Charles, in search of game. This we found without stint, many deer and other wild animals having sought
shelter in the same skirt of timber with ourselves: This
was a great blessing, and we fervently returned thanks to
Providence for thus providing us with the means of sub- .
sistence. We shot two deer and a young buffalo, the butchering and drying of whose flesh occupied us a week.
"During this time we nightly called up our horses who
managed to subsist in the forest. We were delighted, too,
to discover about this time a great abatement in the cold.
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I still thought, however, as we were in a dry spot, with a
stock of provisions - such as it was - it was better to continue for the present where we were. We did not move till
the 21st of March, when the snow had almost disappeared.
Then, setting forth again, we found our horses so enfeebled
by their scanty fare, that we could scarcely make twenty
miles a day. They were only enabled to do this by reason
of the trouble we took to find for them sheltered spots every
n~ght on the banks of streams, where there was green and
young pea vines for their nourishment.
"On the 2nd of April, when, as we supposed, about four
hundred miles from St. Louis, in attempting to ford a
stream, which was much swollen by the melting snow, Annetta's horse was suddenly tripped up and swept away
by the current. The courageous girl, who was a good swimmer, rose on the waters like a duck, and after some trouble,
was rescued. Charles could render no aid, as he had gone
to the opposite shore. Our custom had been for him or
myself to first cross a stream, then Annetta, to be followed
by the third. Placing Annetta upon my horse, she now
passed safely, I holding the while by the horse's mane, and
wading or swimming according to the depth of the water.
From this point we proceeded on our way, alternately having Annetta behind on the crupper of our horses. .We were
now following the course of the stream, which I was sure
must be a tributary of the Pohitenous. We had also come
into a country where there were many Indian settlements,
though at long distances. Whenever we descried these, we
gave them in the language of navigators, 'a wide berth.'
On the 18th of April, we lost asecond horse from exhaustion, and surrendering our last to Annetta, continued the
journey on foot, till we reached the Pohitenous,on the 28th
of April, after a journey of 1,300 miles, as near as we could
estimate it. Here the last horse was so completely jaded
that we abandoned him, determined to make the residue of
the journey as best we could.
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"The number of Indians had now so much increased, or
rather, we had come so much ~earer the town and villages
of those inhabiting the Pohitenous country, that without
horses it was impossible to avoid them. Indeed, on horseback, I do not think we could have done so. The next day
we entered a village, where we found only old men, women
and children. The men had already gone forth to wage war
against a tribe known as the Ajoues. The tribe among
whom we now found ourselves was the Osage, above them
were the Canses and Grandes Eaux tribe1? Those over
whose territory we had passed, were the Piantiaf'?, a 'Yandering tribe, and the Arkansaws: We were hospitably treated
by the Osages, and exchanged one of our muskets for l:.L bark
canoe, in which I determined to float down the river to St.
Louis, and we also procured some provisions consisting of
hominy and bison~s tongue. I found it not only desirable
but indispensable to adopt this plan of reaching St. Louis,
as I was now almost helpless from an attack of rheumatism
brought oil by cold damp clothes, ~xposure, and want of
suitable nourishment. An old Osage Indian agreed to accompany us to St. Louis for a case of rum, which I was
glad to promise him, as his presence would save us from
annoyance by the savages. We embarked in our little canoe
upon the Pohitenous, which is the most turbid river, I suppose, in the whole world, but by skilful navigation kept
clear of all obstacles, and safely arrived here in a fort-night.
The land on the river is very fertile, and sketches away in
boundless plains, covered in summer with the most luxuriant growth of grass.
"St. Louis, the post where we remain, and of which
I must say a word before closing, is, as you know, the capital
of Upper Louisiana. It was founded about the year 1763,
b~ a company of fur traders from New Orleans. Thirtyone yeaTs before this· (in 1732) the French established a
4. The Ajoues are the Iowa tribe; the Calises are ~he Kansa or Kaw; the
Grandes Eaux are identified with the Pahatsi,. one of the three divisions of the
Osage; the Piantias were the Peoria; the Arkansaws are the Arkansa or Juapaw.-F. W. H.
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colony in Illinois with the ultimate design of ~niting, by an
extensive .line of military posts, Canada and Louisiana. In·
this year, however, (1763) Louis XV ceded the French
North American possessions (or rather the remainder of
them) to Spain. It was not till 1768, however, that Upper
Louisiana fell into the hands of the Spanish, between four
and five years after the tragical events I mentioned in connection with the operations of General the Count O'Reilly
at New Orleans. Pardon me for indulging in this historical
recital of events with which you are doubtless far more
familiar than myself.
"It is situated upon it fine table-land lying high above
the Mississippi, originally covered, as much of it still is,
with forest. It has received a large accession to its population from French Creole and Illinois emigrants, and is now
rapidly becoming a place of importance. It is sixty miles
above another settlement called St. Genevieve, which is the
only French post on the right bank of the river, until Lower
Louisiana, a thousand miles off, is reached. When I leave
here, it will be for St. Genevieve, en route for the Kentucky
settlement.". . . .
"Of the valley of the Rio del Norte, I shall have little
to say. This country has been visited and dE?scribed. by
numerous French and Spanish travellers. My brief space
must be given to a hurried description of those vast solitudes
lying between the Rocky Mountains and the Mississippi. Of
the valley of the Rio Grande, I may say briefly I was pleased
with its fertile appearance, and delighted with the serenity
of the air. The soil is a sandy-loam, very light, and highly
productive.
When irrigated, it produces two crops a year. Yet,
notwithstanding the extreme fe:r:tility of the soil, the bad
administration of government, conspiring with the indolence of the inhabitants, leaves it unpopulous and uncultivated. Producing corn, wine, oil, fruits, cotton, and all the
18
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nElce$sa.:ries, of:. life, under ·a. ,proper, system! .of' agriculture,
alld oLlaws it' would:.become.an,earthly.;par.adise.
. "Adv~ncing,·up thi~ .. valleyT.sawl many horses;. mules,
pxenj. sheep. and, goats -feeding in .the open. air~ These herds'
~onstj'tute. the. chief: source of, wealth of the· inhabitants ;
more interesting: wer.e, several :ruins' at Quivira;. where :we.
remainedthe·night·indicating, asthey do, a.former civiliza-.
ii.on. n.:was;permittedito.make a,short examination. of them;
on promising, to; pay, 5..dollars at .Santa Fe, where I hoped)
to" raise> a loan... I fwas .informeddhat .they. were the, ruins
of the Aborigines,. but Ido not think so; The. slight view.
1 had·:of\·:them.:was:enough~torconvince.me . that ~hey were of
Spanish origin;. On the journey we: suffered ,greatly .from.
the', heat,. which· was,sometimes.in. the day,. lOO? F. inithe
sun. The temperature· of this. province varies;. however,'
with;,,th.e, latitude and.. the: nature. and: .height (of ;the' .table..,
lands~i

"As I 'approached'the,,·post··of; ;Santa Fe, I was struck
with.. a' mixed sensation of .surprise ..and . delight at its' appearance.· The first'view· iSl'eally··enchanting; It: is situ-·
ated upon the slopes of hills, and the green fields and'luxur-'
iant,f6liage,in·which·it is embosomed, even at the advanced
season.. of our arrival, gave it a· most lovely and picturesque
aspect. The. surrounding meadows, which are green- and
beautiful, even, in· winter,- are· ornamented with many mag·'
n{ficent'·flowers;. crimson;· scarlet, white, pink,· and purple.
A nearer· approach~ to the town destroyed the· charming
vision, the houses· are low- and' inferior, constructed of
adaube, (br-icks dried in the sun), the streets filthy and
loathsome, and the population indolent and indifferent, a'
miserable lot of 'emaciated, sun-burnt and dejected-looking
Spaniards. Though a place of inconsiderable size, Santa
Fe has been laid out on a grand scale. I have said enough
of our impris'onment there to' give you every assuran~e of,
the sincere pleasure..with which we turned our backs; upon
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- it,: to enter' the :wild;Jsolitary, and, unexplored, regions; -which
separate:the Rocky Mountains/from ·the· M:ississippi. ,This,
region: is'so, vast· that"a!:description',of it "is no easy matter.:
I shall only give, you ,a sketeh:'of. its: general' characteristics;,
and, a dew. details': concerning those striking:'points which,
.came under: my' observation, and,. which modify' those" char.>
acteristics. This country iswatered:by many'streams', stich
as:the' Canadian;: the ,Rio>, Rouge, the ;.White,' theCansas;, the
Arkansas" the :Nibbrar:ah,. the: K!eha~Pahah" the'P6hitenous,'
andJ'other:'rivers,.whose:mames"jf, they: have any;, al1e: un"'
. known,to·civilized:man... The·whole is a.vast·plaiD'stretch.:
ing" down. from. the' lofty: summits ~of the· Rocky Mountains
to. the Mississippi',. and',:untiLthe trav.eller :arrives'within'
three hundned', miles \of' the river;: is,devoidof;itl::ees',' ,except
oD,the bordel's of ~rivers ·andt:water ['courses~' The: countr:y
is' a, series, of extensi.ve prai,ries,,; slightly,' undulating rand'
rising .'considerably' as .you ,'approach f the' mountains.- The
absence· of: 'trees', is' 'Dot·· due; .in my' opinion,' to.: higp./~winds"
as.' is' supposed, in, this'; place and,~he··westernr.country.,·gen:.
el'alIy, but to the devastation'which'resultsfl'om·the"savage
customofannually,settingdine to.the prairies, This ·is
ev-identr'from: the fact':that:-many·trunks· of trees .. are now
seen in a petrified;state.. Immediately:east· of the: mountains
the· plains al'egenerally' cov,ered·.:withna: meagr:e, and hard
herbage, ,as ,also, with heaths,' wormwood, and~al'temis,':
"However-'far. he., may' pr.oceed,· the traveller"always
finds himselfIinthemiddle' of an:.immense ciicuit-i- all
around is the same-landscape; the same 'weeds, and the same
flowers, and at 'night-:!he:seems tOI sleep' oU",the same spot
where he passed the previous night. The plains ar.e inter..;
cepted by rivers and sloughs, and ·the necessity of crossing
these, add to the-inconvenience 'and dimgers of the.journey.
The undulations are formed by sand:hills or different kinds
of rock, and vary in height from 50 to 4, or 500 feet.- The·
ground falls gradually to the East. , The uniformity of these'
vast solitudes is only broken by a few sandy mountains,
united in confused masses, a few rocky heights, or frightful
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ravines which cut across them. The trees commonly seen
on· the stream are willows, poplars, cotton trees, elm, oaks,
wild plum trees, and a few fruit bushes, wormwood and artemis are the predominant productions of the great plains,
but in· the valleys of the rivers are also chestnuts, ash,
Chinese lilacs, mesquites and willows, under the trees there
grows neither bush. nor thicket, and the ground is overgrown with long grass and verdant moss. Such are the
general features of this wild, solitary.region, which may
be compared to the steppes of Asia, and in which everything makes a deep impression on man and strikes him
with awe. Buffaloes, panthers, antelopes, ·otters, beavers,
turkeys, grouse, quail, and partridges inhabit these plains.
In all that portion south of 30 degrees of latitude, the air is
pure and sweet, and the climate deliciously mild. The sky
is as blue as an oriental sapphire, and a gentle breeze ever
plays ()ver it, bearing upon its wings the fragrance of flowers. In passing over the plain, the geological configuration
of the soil changes completely.. From the Rio Grande to
the Rio Rouge are seen -large rocks of lime and· gypsum
from the common plaster of Paris to the purest selenite then granite replaces these, then quartz, felspar and mica
are seen, as well as quantities of petrifactions.
"One of the singular and interesting sights on my route
was the villages of the Prairie dogs. These were always
. found in elevated and uncovered spots. Some of them were
twenty miles across. The Prairie dog resembles a squirrel
ill' shape, size, and physiognomy. His bark, which is the
only thing he has in common with the real dog, has given.
him his name. He burrows in the ground, excavating to the depth of from eight to ten feet, the earth
it throws up being afterwards built in the form of
a cone over his subterraneous abode. A large part
Of the Qay, during pleasant weather, the dogs sit on the
summit' of these dwellings apparently chattering together. A
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few sentinels are posted to give warning of approaching
danger When an enemy is seen advanCing, they bark in a
peculiar way, and the entire community of dogs disappear
un<}er the· earth. The Prairie dog lives apparently without water, always selecting dry situations for the towns.
They ciose the entrance to their dwellings with dry grass
at the beginning of winter, and fall to ~leep till the return
of spring.
"The interest created by the natural beauties, the landscapes, .and the wild poesy of these immense plains, was
small compared to that aroused by the numerous' evidences
on the route of a previous and extinct civilization. Of
course, I can form very little idea as to the people to whom
these antiquities ought to be attributed; but they are evidently the work of different nations, at different epochs.
These tumuli consist of conical shaped mounds and pyramidal hillocks. Though it was important that I should proceed with every despatch upon my hazardous journey towards the east, I delayed two hours to make an excavation,
with the assistance of Charles, into one of these rare mounds·
near the Rio Rouge. I took from this tumulus some bones, .
shells, and pieces of pottery, which indicate in those by
whom they were manufactured a certain knowledge of art.
The shells, curious to say, are marine, and unlike any I
have ever seen in America or the West Indies; are similar
to those brought you from China by Dr. Peyton. .The
mound" are evidently the sepulchral tombs or burial places
of former generations. Built of earth, and covered with
grass and trees, they much more readily resist the ravages
of time, than monuments built of stone. I am much mistaken if antiquarian research does not show that ages previous to the discovery of America by Columbus, this continent was inhabited by people of an advanced civilization,
as compared with the Red Skins of to-day. I shall not,
however, enter upon a question so arduous in these hurried
letters, but reserve much that I have to say in this con-
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nection till' my' return. ;The' discovery' of these' things' had: a
powerful and. pleasing. effect upon;\my·mind.. Something;
(when 1 ,considered that·. I 'mighti,betraversing, the, ~oldest
rather' than~ the mewest,world,) of the. same:.kind of:-feeling ,with. ;w:hich one might be supposed to: tread the. ground
which ·Abraham trod; ~where:Nahor:,the father of,)Rebecca
lived ;:andof Laban; to whomiJacohfled to av()idhis~brother.
, Esau's resentment, and whom he served fourteen years. for
the love Ihe bore. :Rachael.
. "In the few. lines I'have .dashed off on. this subject', I
have not undertaken to descr.ibe .even- generally,.stilf .less,
step by step, those vast solitudes over .which I have just
. come. 'To describe natur.e in such boundless regions, where
nature changes its aspect .at every moment, ,and where the
traveller is ·struck alternately. with admiration and awe.:at
the extraor.dinary: phenomena,. would ,be :as :··laborious ',and
fatiguing as.a .journey:across them. For the present: I content myself with this·r.apid glance.".. .~.'
From St. Louis, Peyton went to Kentucky; and· on chis
way backto Virginia, .arrivedat the Great Kanawha river
in time to join GeneralA:ndrew Lewis in the·.battle with' the
Shawnee at Point Pleasant, West Virginia, 'on October 10,
177.4, receiving: a wound fr.om which he' never fully recov-·
ered.: He .died in 1798.
~'.CharlesLticas;" says .John Lewis Peyton, left "a numerous progeny in· Virginia. His children's children continue
to the presEmt'day [1867] 'in the,service of ,my grandfather~s
descendants." .

